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Abstract. FC Portugal 3D team is built upon the structure of our previous 
Simulation league 3D teams. Our research is mainly focused on the adaptation of 
previously developed methodologies from our 2D soccer teams [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to 
the 3D humanoid environment and on creating new coordination methodologies. 
In our 2D teams, which participate in RoboCup since 2000, we have introduced 
several concepts and algorithms covering a broad spectrum of the robotic soccer 
research challenges. From coordination techniques such as Tactics, Formations, 
Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange, Situation Based Strategic Positioning 
and Intelligent Perception to Optimization based low-level skills, Visual 
Debugging and Coaching, the number of research aspects FC Portugal has been 
working on is quite extensive [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The research-oriented development of 
our team has been pushing it to be one of the most competitive (World champion 
in 2000 and Coach Champion in 2002, European champion in 2000 and 2001, 
Coach 2nd place in 2003 and 2004, European champion in Rescue Simulation and 
Simulation 3D in 2006, World Champion in Simulation 3D in 2006 and European 
champion in 2007). This paper describes the main innovations of our 3D 
simulation league team relating them with previous work. New skills have been 
developed for the simulated humanoid agent which include optimized getup front 
and getup back behaviors, Truncated Fourier Series based walk and a powerful 
front kick. The paper also includes information related to the agent architecture 
and low-level considerations. The current research is focused on improving these 
skills by developing a generic skills optimization framework, building robust mid-
level skills and integrating high-level coordination mechanisms. Very good results 
were already achieved, in 2011, concerning the optimization of low-level skills. 

1. Introduction 

FC Portugal was built upon the low-level skills research conducted during previous 
years. Although there is still space for improvement in FC Portugal low-level skills, 
we feel that we currently have a very performing set of these skills. We are currently 
focused on the high-level decision and cooperation mechanisms of our agents. The 
skills have been developed using several different techniques (hill climbing, genetic 
algorithms, population swarm optimization).  

For RoboCup 3D soccer simulation competition that was based on spheres (from 
2004 to 2006), the decisive factor (like in the 2D competition) was the high-level 



   
reasoning capacities of the players and not their low-level skills. Thus we worked 
mainly on high-level coordination methodologies for our previous teams.  

Since 2007 humanoid agents have been introduced and teams consist of only a few 
agents, hence research in coordination has not been very important in the 3D league. 
Developing efficient low-level skills, contrarily to what should be the research focus 
of the simulation league, has been the main decisive factor in the 3D league. However 
for 2011, the number of agents will increase significantly and teams will consist of 9 
players making coordination, a very important issue for the efficiency of the team. 

Several interesting topics are opened by the introduction of humanoid agents, 
including in the use of learning and optimization techniques for developing efficient 
low-level skills. In previous work, we have introduced methods for developing very 
efficient low-level skills using optimization techniques [1, 6]. This work has already 
conducted to the development of an efficient set of humanoid low-level skills. 

2. Research Directions 

New research directions include research on agent architecture, the humanoid model 
and its associated restrictions in terms of dynamics, sensing, and decision, will foster 
the development of new layered architectures for its controlling agents. The lower 
layers will be responsible for the basic control of the humanoid such as equilibrium 
while the higher layers take decisions at a strategic level. Several methods for 
generation of humanoid behaviors are being compared, including simulated 
annealing, tabu search, genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization and 
reinforcement learning and how these behaviors are integrated together.  

Some directions of research in FC Portugal also include developing a model for a 
strategy for a humanoid game and the integration of humanoids coming from 
different teams in a inter-team framework to allow the formation of a team with 
different humanoids. Opponent modelling may be a critical module in humanoid 
soccer, including the opponent basic behaviors performance, its positioning, etc. are 
factors that must be taken into account when selecting a given strategy for a game. 
Other research with humanoids includes intelligent sensing, because the humanoids 
cannot look in all directions at the same time. So, it is very important to choose the 
best looking direction considering all restrictions introduced by the dynamics of 
humanoid movement. Also heterogeneity will be important because in the future it is 
expected that not all humanoids will be identical, having humanoids with different 
capabilities introduces new problems of task assignment that will have to be dealt 
within humanoid teams. 

3. FCPortugal 3D Agent Architecture 

The FC Portugal Agent 3D [7] is divided in several packages:  
• WorldState: Contains classes to keep track of the environment information. 

These include the objects presented in the field (fixed objects as flags and 
mobile objects as players and ball), the game state, (e.g. time, playmode) and 
game conditions (e.g. field length, goals length); 

• AgentModel: Contains a set of classes responsible for the agent model 
information. This includes the body structure (body objects such as joints, 



   
body parts and perceptors), the kinematics interface, the joint low-level 
control and trajectory planning modules; 

• Geometry: Contains useful classes to define geometry entities as points, 
lines, vectors, circles, rects, polygons and other mathematical functions; 

• Optimization: Contains a set of classes used for the optimization process. 
These are a set of evaluators that know how a behavior should be optimized; 

• Skills: This package is associated with the reactive skills and talent skills of 
the agent. Reactive skills include the base behaviors as is the case of walk in 
different directions, turn, get up, kick the ball and catch the ball. Talent skills 
are some powerful think capabilities of the agent, which include movement 
prediction of mobile objects in the field and obstacle avoider; 

• Utils: This package is related with useful classes that allow the agent to work. 
This includes classes for allowing the communication between the agent and 
the server, communication between agents, parsers and debuggers. 

• Strategy: Contains all the high-level functions of the agent. The package is 
very similar to the team strategy packages used for other RoboCup leagues. 

4. Agent Model 

The agent model is constructed by reading a XML file that contains the body 
structure. This file is defines the body parts, the joints and the perceptors and the 
corresponding positions related to each other. The following represents an excerpt of 
the configuration file that is currently being used: 

 
<robot type="humanoid" rsgfile="nao/nao.rsg"> 

 <bodypart name="lhip1" mass="0.09" /> 

 ... 

   <joint name="lleg2" per="llj2" eff="lle2" 

     axis="0,1,0" min="-25" max="45"> 

        <anchor part="lhip1" x="0" y="0" z="0" /> 

        <anchor part="lhip2" x="0" y="0" z="0" /> 

   </joint> 

   ... 

</robot> 
 

This information stores the body structure information of the humanoid. Several 
important parameters are derived from it as, for example, the direct kinematics 
transformation matrices and useful measures as the center of mass. This strategy 
keeps the code generic and independent of the model, allowing an easy integration of 
different models, which allow the future integration of heterogeneous robots. 

5. Bipedal Walking using TFS 

One of the main areas of FC Portugal 3D team research is on automatic 
methodologies for the development of efficient humanoid skills. This research builds 
on knowledge acquired from previous projects, by several team members, on using 
optimization techniques to solve difficult tasks, which include bipedal walking 
[1,6,8]. The following sections detail the work that has been performed in order to 



   
develop an efficient and robust bipedal walk skill that leads to the currently functional 
omnidirectional walk of our humanoid. 

Trunk sagittal and coronal plane motions are fairly repeatable [9] therefore 
Fourier series can be used to model the joints trajectories in these planes. In our 
approach, according to [10] legs joint trajectories in the sagittal plane are divided into 
upper and lower portions. The trajectories for both legs are identical in shape and 
shifted in time by half of the walking period. The Truncated Fourier Series (TFS) for 
generating each portion of hip and knee trajectories are formulated below. 
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In these equations, the plus (+) sign represents the upper portion of walking 
trajectory and the minus (-) the lower lower portion. i=1 and Ai, Bi, Ci are constant 
coefficients. The h and k subscripts stand for hip and knee respectively. Ch ,Ck are 
signal offsets and Th is assumed as the period of hip trajectory. All joints in walking 
motion have equal frequency, hence equation 2
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Parameter t1 is the start time of knee joint lock phase and parameter t2 represents the 
lock phase end time. According to [11], by specifying the start and end time of the 
lock phase, two parameters of t1, t2 could be eliminated. Therefore the number of 
variable for optimization to produce legs movement in sagittal plane decreased to 6.  

In the sagittal plane, during human walking, the arms swing in opposite manner 
to legs, which helps to balance the angular momentum generated in the lower body 
[12, 13]. Trajectory of arms is similar to sinusoidal signal with the same frequency of 
the legs [12, 14]. This method allows an improvement of the accuracy of straight 
walking at different speeds. The equation (2) produces the arms swinging trajectories. 

( ) sin( ),arm arm armf t A tω ω ω= =  (2) 
Where, A and ω are the amplitude and frequency. Since legs and arms have the 

same frequency, ωarms = ωlegs. Only the best value of parameter A must be obtained. 
According to [14], increasing the walking speed and amplitude from standing to 

running, the robot can walk more stable and faster. In our model a linear equation is 
used to lead the robot to increase the trajectory amplitude from zero (stop state) to 
desired angular trajectories. T is the parameter that determines how much time is 
needed for this incremental algorithm to reach the final trajectories. All angular 
trajectories (arms and legs) will be multiplied by K of the following equation.  
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The motion range in the coronal and transverse plane is smaller than the motion 
range in sagittal plane [15] but it has an important role to keep the balance and to 



   
reach the high speeds. The coronal motion range depends on the walking speed: at 
higher speeds it gets smaller. Coronal plane movements are periodic motions [9]. 

To produce legs' motion in coronal plane while keeping the balance of robot, we 
proposed a walking sequence in which feet were kept parallel to the ground in order 
to avoid collision, hence the ankle angle is equal to the hip's angle of the opposite leg. 
To generate the hip angular trajectories in coronal plane, the parameters for the 
following equation must be obtained (4). 
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Where, H and ω are amplitude and frequency and Th the hip period. The period of 
walking in sagittal plane and coronal plane is equal. Hence Th and ω are eliminated.  

The best parameters to generate angular trajectories for bipedal locomotion must be 
found. For this kind of optimization problem several generic optimization methods 
such as Tabu Search, Genetic Algorithms and Particle Swarm Optimization can 
achieve very good results [8]. 

6. Optimizing Low-Level Skills 

Controlling a humanoid robot with a large number of joints and thus, degrees of 
freedom, when performing multiple skills (turning, kicking, getting up) presents a 
complex problem that requires knowledge in multiple fields, including biology, 
mechanics, physics, electronics and computer engineering. To solve this problem the 
team implemented a new generic optimizer capable of optimizing any low-level skill 
using distinct optimization algorithms, in particular Hill Climbing, Simulated 
Annealing, Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithms. 

The new skills optimizer was developed to allow any agent skill to be optimized 
using either a single computer or multiple computers connected via a network. Figure 
1 is a diagram representing the configuration of the optimizer. Once started, the 
optimizer executes the simulator script, a shell script which starts the simulator and 
the monitor. It may start multiple simulators and their respective monitors in different 
computers if specified. It also executes the agent script which in turn starts the FCP 
agents. The agents connect to the simulation server and to the optimization server 
which will provide the agents with the behavior to execute and receive from them the 
performance data of the execution. Both these connections are made via TCP sockets. 

 
Fig. 1: Optimization Methodology Architecture 



   
The optimization server is the core of the optimizer being responsible for the 

execution of the other components via the execution of scripts. It contains the 
functions that read the XML behaviors, run the optimization algorithms, modify the 
behaviors according to the algorithm, send the modified behavior (proposed solution) 
to the agents for execution, receive the execution data from the agents, evaluate the 
data according to the specified objective function and, finally, terminates the 
optimization process via another script. The optimization server is actually multi-
threaded. Each thread is started for each agent which creates a specific TCP server.  
Behaviors are specified and stored as XML files which are loaded when an agent 
starts. The optimization server has functions which read the behavior to be optimized 
from its XML file and load the behavior into an array in memory. It is this array 
representation of the behavior that will be modified by the optimization algorithm. 
This representation is then transmitted to the agents, via a socket, to be executed. The 
optimizer was applied to optimize several skills, as the getup front (fig 2), getup back 
and kick skills. It will be applied to other skills and compound skills in a near future. 

 
Fig. 2: Results for the Get Up optimization: a) Hill Climbing, b) Simulated Annealing, c) Tabu Search  

 
The execution time achieved for the get up front skill was 1.1 seconds optimizing 

an manually tuned skill that took 2.0 s. Good optimization results were also achieved 
for the get up back and kick skills. For the kick skill, a distance of 5.1 m with strong 
robustness to variations in the initial robot to ball relative positions was achieved. A 
maximum kick distance of 6.4 m was reached maximizing the kick distance. 

7. High-Level Decisions and Coordination 

Flexible Tactics has always been one of the assets of FC Portugal teams. FC Portugal 
3D can use several different formations and for each formation players may be 
instantiated with different player types. The management of formations and player 
types is based on SBSP – Situation Based Strategic Positioning algorithm [1, 4]. This 
enables the team to move in a smooth manner, keeping the field completely covered. 
The high-level decision uses the infrastructure presented in the section 3. We also 
have adapted our previous researched methodologies to the new 3D environment: 
strategy for a Competition with a Team with Opposite Goals [1, 4, 5, 16]; concepts of 
Tactics, Formations and Player Types [1, 3, 4, 16]; distinction between Active and 
Strategic Situations [1, 4]; Situation Based Strategic Positioning (SBSP) [1, 4, 5];  
Dynamic Positioning and Role Exchange (DPRE) [1, 4, 5]; Visual Debugging and 
Analysis Tools [1, 3, 17]; optimization based Low-Level Skills [1, 3]. Standard 



   
Language to Coach a (Robo)Soccer Team [2, 3]; Intelligent Communication using a 
Communicated World State [1, 3, 5]; Flexible Set-plays for coordinating teams [18]. 

In 2010, our research was mostly concerned in developing optimization based low 
level skills for the humanoid agent and robust mid-level skills. The high-level layers 
of the team for 2011 will be adapted to be used in the humanoid simulator (these 
methodologies have already been adapted to our Simulation 2D, Simulation 3D with 
spheres model, small-size, middle-size [19] and rescue teams [20]). 

8. Conclusions 

Almost all of our research on high-level flexible coordination methodologies is 
directly applicable to the 3D league. The increase in the number of players of the 
team is welcome, enabling coordination methodologies to be useful in this league. 

Robust low-level skills have been developed for the NAO humanoid model, using 
optimization and learning techniques, enabling us to continue the research in 
strategical reasoning and coordination methodologies that should be the focus of the 
simulation leagues inside RoboCup. A generic optimization framework for biped 
robots’ low-level skills was developed, capable of optimizing any skill of the team. 
The framework has lead to good results on optimizing the kick and getup skills. 

Future work will be concerned in extending the optimization methodology for 
skills sequences and on developing coordination methodologies enabling teams of 
humanoid robots to play robosoccer games in a robust and flexible manner. FC 
Portugal is also starting participation in the SPL - Standard Platform League in 2011. 
The SPL code of the team is based on the Simulation 3D code. Thus, future work will 
be on bridging the gap between simulation and robotics. 
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